
Now that was a Talladega that brought a smile to this old NASCAR fan’s face!  The 49th Annual Alabama 

500 lasted almost 4 hours and produced 11 CAUTIONS, 30 lead changes, and an automatic bid for Brad 

Keselowski into the 8-driver Elimination round.  Talladega used to be the cut line of the 12-driver 

Contender round but that honor falls to Kansas Speedway this year where only Truex Jr. and Keselowski 

will be able to sit back and relax.  You could see that with Truex Jr. in ‘Dega where was just rolling 

around minding his own business until he got collected up in the Big One at lap 171.  He finished 23rd 

and it don’t make a shit of difference.   

For the 7th fuckin’ week we’ve got Jenn’s “Kyle’s Smegma Tastes Like Ice Cream” in the lead and she’s 

actually extended her lead from 18 points to 23 points because Donna’s “Denny’s Smegma Coagulated” 

gobbled up a Ryan Blaney 18th.  Jim & Judy’s “Crotch Lickers” snuck into 2nd thanks to fuckin’ Kasey 

Kahne surviving all the crashes and ending up in 8th.  Kasey Kahn’t actually finished 10th in the 1st Stage 

which means…oh, never mind, he still sucks ass!  That Hendricks is dropping him after this season is no 

surprise and if anyone actually picks him up to drive that will be a bigger surprise.  Well, maybe one of 

the bottom feeders.  When Golden Corral is rolling with something called Justin Marks behind the wheel 

they may actually be looking for a driver that can get them a top-30.  Hey, I hear Danica is gonna be 

available! 

Shhhh…don’t tell anybody this, but…Sandra & Ernie’s ESP Racing are creeping back up within pissin’ 

distance of the lead. They’ve been floating around the top-10 all season but have now risen to 4th place, 

only 36 points behind the Big Behind!  They won last year and we, the Royal We, will NOT allow it to 

happen again.  Winning one time means you’re lucky, winning two times means you’re good…and we all 

know better!  Joey Logano as a favorite driver…you shittin’ me? A perfect example of “it’s better to be 

lucky than good”: the Hairy Sandy has sidled up into 5th place, only 38 points back.  Sandy absolutely 

loves Dale Spermhart Jr. and that’s who she has in the irons this week.  When Baby J took the pole last 

week I thought this was the time that NASCAR’s going to let the “most popular driver in the history of 

history” into the Chase…but, NO!  If the bad seed of Dale Sr. is going to make the Chase it will happen 

this week in the windswept plain of Kansas.  The top-5 this week will be a crap shoot with the exception 

of…let me give you a hint: “Donna’s Dinger” Oh oh!  Wait!! I almost forgot to mention that Amy and 

Dale Jr. are pregnant.  I really hope Junior doesn’t have too bad of Morning Sickness! 

There are two teams that fell out of the top-5 last week and I can’t say I’m unhappy.  Mark’s Crusty Shit 

Stains and Ryan’s Bunged-Up Dogs fell to 6th and 7th, respectively, after enjoying a 35-point Clint Bowyer 

bone right up their greasy sphincters.  After living the dream, these two retards finally realized that this 

game ain’t easy!  They may still claw their way into the top-3 money spots but…ha, not a fuckin’ chance! 

The best thing ever will be when Ryan’s wonderful daughters, Kendra & Tegan (currently only 2 points 

behind the Big Dog) spank his little monkey ass! Oh, and I’m also gonna give the BD his much-deserved 

ass-whoopin’ this season (good thing you knew better than to take the bet, beeyatch!) 

I don’t want to brag about myself but I was the only one to score with Brad’s 1st place finish.  I moved up 

from 18th to 12th and really still don’t have much of a chance to get any money.  Carroll’s dog, 

Mercedes’s I’m Shoeless, IS gonna whoop his ass this season so I’m guessing that next year Carroll will 

be dropping trow and taking a dump on the Driver List.  Reece had a hell of a week, not because Truex 

got him a 23rd and his nemesis, Bruce and his LGBTQ Queens are still 66 points behind, but 

because…dun, dun, dun…Aaron Rodgers broke his collar bone and the chances of THE LIONS beating 



Green Bay on November 11th (Week 9) has dramatically increased.  What do I love about this bet?  I 

can’t lose!  Sydney, ya better pick up some blue dye ‘cause you’re gonna need it! 

The Chase standings going into Kansas are going to turn what’s normally a rather meaningless race into 

something to watch!  Thanks to getting caught up in the Big One we’ve got THE JIMMIE in 8th place in 

the Chase, 7 points above the cut line and Kyle Busch in 9th; Matt Kenseth in 10th, only one point below 

Baby Busch; followed up by Stinkhouse in 11th and Lamie in 12th, which is no surprise.  Johnson, Busch, 

and Kenseth are gonna be running their dicks off for position while avoiding an accident.  Believe it or 

not, last year’s Kansas race had 15 CAUTIONS! Mostly single car stuff but still catastrophic if you’re 

trying to make the Chase. Gonna be fun shit! 

Gentlemen, start your engines for the last race of the Contender round! 


